
 
Biological Psychology (PSYC 7303) 

First Semester, 2020-2021 
 

 
Course Instructor 
Dr. Joey Cham 
Office: JC Tower 6.03 
Email: jcham@hku.hk 
Consultation: By appointment 
 
Tutor 
Miss. Jenny Lee 
Office: JC Tower 6.18 
Email: wwjd@hku.hk 
Consultation: By appointment 
 
 
 
Course Description 
This course provides an introduction to biological aspects of behaviour. Topics covered in this              
course include: anatomy and physiology of the nervous system, as well as biological bases of               
behaviour and mental processes. Students will be encouraged to discuss scientific research            
relevant to these areas and to think critically about the shortcomings of the biological approach. 

 
 

Course Learning Outcomes 
On completing the course, students will be able to: 

a. Describe and explain psychological phenomena in terms of biological processes or           
mechanisms. 

b. Analyze human behaviors and mental processes from a biological perspective. 
c. Evaluate new findings from biological and neuroscience research and relate them to            

psychology. 
 
Required Readings & Online Materials 

● Textbook: 
Kalat, J. (2018). Biological Psychology. (13th Ed.). Cengage Learning. 
 

● Other references: 
Articles from scientific journals on biology/neuroscience/physiology that are related to          
specific topics will be assigned to students in addition to the textbook. 
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Course Website 
● You should be able to access the Moodle site for this course through your HKU portal once                 

you have successfully enrolled in the course. If you have any problem accessing Moodle,              
please contact your tutor (Miss Jenny Lee) immediately. Note that this is your             
responsibility to check the website regularly, because updated information about          
the course (e.g., lecture slides) will be posted there. Access to Moodle            
(http://hkuportal.hku.hk/moodle/guest) using the following guest account is possible prior to          
enrolment: 
 
Guest account to access Moodle:  
Username: psyc7303_1a_2020_guest 
Password: Psy_7303 
 

 Assessments and Weighting 
 

Assessment methods Weighting in final course grade (%) 

1. Quizzes 35% 
2. Group discussion 45% 
3. Individual paper 20% 

  
Total 100% 

 
Final grade cutoffs: 
A = ≥80%.    B = 70%~79%     C = 60%~69%     D = 50%~59%     F = <50% 
 
Quizzes. There will be TWO online quizzes (Oct 6 and Nov 24, lecture time in HK Time).                 
Performance in the two quizzes will contribute to the final grade with UNEVEN weights. For               
each student, the lower-scoring quiz among the two quizzes will contribute to 15% of the final                
grade, and the higher-scoring quiz will contribute to 20% of the final grade. 

 
Group Discussion. Students in this course will form groups to discuss topics related to              
Biological Psychology in the form of a debate. Groups on two sides of a debate (Affirmative                
and Negative) will explain their arguments and respond to the counter arguments proposed by              
their opponent. Starting in week 4, one group from each debate topic will contextualize the               
debate by submitting an open letter, and the opposing group will re-contextualize the debate in               
the following week. Students are expected to discuss in a logical, persuasive manner and              
arguments presented will need to be based on objective facts related to the field. Each group                
will also be assigned as the reviewer group for other debate topics. Their task is to evaluate                 
the evidence and validity of their classmates’ arguments. This process will allow each group to               
think about aspects and perspectives you may not have considered. Remember, when you             
have to argue against your personal view, you will realise there are two sides to every                
argument. This group discussion will be assessed on the quality of the points in the open                
letters and reviewer reports, which will contribute to 45% of the final grade. 
 
Individual Paper. Each student should submit an individual paper on one of the topics              
discussed in the group discussion by Nov 24 (Tue) before 23:59 through Moodle. The word               
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limit is between 1500 - 1800 words, excluding references. This paper will contribute to 20% of                
the final grade. 
 
Late Assignment. Please finish and submit your assignments by the corresponding           
deadlines. Late assignments will be penalized by a 5% deduction for each day being late.               
For example, if you submit an assignment, which has a maximum mark of 10, within the first                 
24 hours after the original deadline, 0.5 mark (i.e., 5% of 10) will be deducted. 

 
 
Course Schedule 
 
Week Month Day Topic Readings 

1 

Sep 

1 Why should we care about the brain? -- 

2 8 Neurons Ch. 1 

3 15 Synapses Ch. 2 

4 22 Nervous System Ch. 3 

5 29 Genetics & Evolution, Development & Plasticity Ch. 4 

6 

Oct 

6 Mid-term Quiz (Ch. 1 - 4) 

7 13 Reading Week 

8 20 Senses I: Vision Ch. 5 

9 27 Senses II: Audition & others Ch. 6 

10 

Nov 

3 Sleep  Ch. 8 

11 10 Reproductive behaviors Ch. 10 

12 17 Learning & Memory Ch. 12 

13 24 Final Quiz (Ch. 5, 6, 8, 10, 12) 
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Important Notes 
  

Feedback Policy. Please note that we will not return any submitted paper or quiz paper.               
However, we will review the midterm quiz to help students revise. In addition, students can get                
feedback about the quizzes/reports/paper after the marks (within two to three weeks) are             
available by arrangement with the instructor or tutor. Students will be notified when the              
marks/comments are available online. Students can receive individual feedback, including          
those on the final quiz, through scheduling a meeting with the course instructor or tutor. 

 
Marks Appeal. Any dispute on marks you received on a written assignment or quiz must be                
made within a week after the marks are available. Another member of the teaching team will                
re-grade the materials (without seeing the comments and marks given by the original grader).              
The average of the two marks will be final.  
 
Make up policy. No make-up will be given for any quiz missed. However, if a medical                
certificate is provided for the absent, we will estimate your mark for that quiz, using an                
empirically derived formula, from the marks you and other students obtain in the course at the                
end of the semester.  
 
Academic Honesty. Academic dishonesty will not be tolerated. Any student who engages in             
any form of academic dishonesty (e.g., cheating on exams, plagiarism, interfering with grading,             
etc.) will receive a grade of F in this course and will be reported to the Department / Faculty                   
Office / University Disciplinary Committee for further disciplinary action. There will be no             
exceptions. The Department of Psychology has formulated departmental policies and          
guidelines on student misconduct. You can visit the following webpage for more information:             
https://psychology.hku.hk/useful-information-to-current-students/ for more information. The     
University has published a booklet entitled “What Is Plagiarism? (https://tl.hku.hk/plagiarism/).          
You are strongly advised to read this booklet, and consult your instructor or tutor if you have                 
any questions.  
 
Plagiarism. A softcopy is required for all written assignments. The softcopy will be checked for               
plagiarism against a database of articles, books, webpages, and essays submitted by students             
at HKU and other universities. No credit will be given for an assignment that contains               
plagiarized materials. Further penalties may also be applied. These penalties may include            
a zero mark for the course. Plagiarism will also be reported to the Department / Faculty Office /                  
University Disciplinary Committee for consideration of possible disciplinary action. If you are            
not sure what constitutes the academic offense of plagiarism, checkout the webpage at             
http://www.hku.hk/plagiarism. Please note that if you reuse any material previously          
submitted for another course without proper acknowledgement, that also constitutes          
plagiarism, although you are the author of the original work. This is called self-plagiarism.              
Also, for group projects, all group members are responsible for the group submission and will               
receive the same penalty if plagiarized materials are discovered.  
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